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Robotika International in collaboration with Czech University of
Life Sciences Prague wins DARPA award, releases next
generation autonomous driving platform
Robotika International, the creator of Robotika International Generalized Intelligent Driving
System (RIGIDS), and Czech University of Life Sciences Prague, the leading life sciences
university in the Czech Republic, have won the Most Distinctive Robots award at DARPA’s
Subterranean Challenge Tunnel Circuit competition, held August 15-22 at safety research and
experimental mines near Pittsburgh, PA.

For the competition, Robotika International equipped its robots with the latest version of its
autonomous driving engine, the last step in the pre-production validation process. DARPA
subjected the robots to an incredibly inhospitable environment and set complex technical
challenges for them to complete. Robotika’s performance provided definitive proof that the
newest version of RIGIDS is production-ready.

Today, Robotika International announced that RIGIDS v2.0 has been released and is available
to customers.

“Robotika International participates in numerous robotics competitions in order to expose our
autonomous driving platform to the most challenging scenarios and to participate in and provide
support to the robotics community at the cutting edge of research, whether commercial,
academic or enthusiast driven,” said Martin Dlouhy, Robotika’s CTO and Chief Scientist. “At the
Tunnel Circuit of DARPA Subterranean Challenge, we introduced a broad collection of mobile
platforms— recognized as the most distinctive among all the participants by DARPA— in order
to validate our ‘Self-drive anything’ motto even in the most challenging environments of
underground tunnels.”

Faculty of Engineering of Czech University of Life Sciences Prague utilized its expertise with
agricultural machinery to design and construct a mobile platform particularly well suited to tackle
the challenges of traversing underground mines.

https://www.darpa.mil/program/darpa-subterranean-challenge
https://www.darpa.mil/program/darpa-subterranean-challenge
https://youtu.be/XxROtQI75p0
https://youtu.be/XxROtQI75p0


Milan Kroulik, associate professor and leader of the robotics group at the Faculty of Engineering
said, "Our collaboration with Robotika International allows us to turn our research vehicles into
autonomous ones shortly after their mechanical construction is completed by installing
Robotika's self-driving suite. Further, Robotika’s system allows easy integration of a variety of
sensors into our measurement research platforms. The resulting vehicles are robust tools that
significantly advance our research."

About Robotika International:
Robotika International (robotika-intl.com) is a privately held autonomous driving technology
provider with operations in the EU and the US. It specializes in applying self-driving
infrastructure to existing mobile platforms for customers from a variety of industries including
mining, manufacturing, warehousing and agriculture.

About Czech University of Life Sciences Prague:
Czech University of Life Sciences Prague (czu.cz) is the leading life sciences university in the
Czech Republic with more than 20,000 students and 1,800 researchers and teachers. Its
robotics department is focused on technology and innovation in the areas of agriculture and
landscape protection. Robotic department is based at the Faculty of Engineering and utilises
multidisciplinary cooperation with other faculty departments. Robotic team of FE CULS Prague
consists of researchers and students and intensively collaborates with the Robotika team.

Media inquiries:
Robotika International: Heather Maher, heather.maher@robotika-intl.com, +1(202) 413-1091
Czech University of Life Sciences Prague: Zdenek Ales, ales@tf.czu.cz, +420 22438 3326
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